Introduction
Mechanical structural reliability has been studied since the 1960s and gradually applied in engineering machinery, aerospace, electrical equipment, and other fields [1, 5, 8, 13, 18, 20] . However, with the development of machinery to high precision and automation, the precision of mechanism motion has gradually become the main index for reliability evaluation [9, 10] . In the 1980s, mechanism motion precision started to be analyzed comprehensively from the perspective of probability statistics. Sandler [17] analyzed the kinematic and dynamic precision of simple mechanisms with a nonlinear method. Rhyu and Kwak [16] studied the optimization design of the planar four-bar linkages based on reliability. By the 1990s, progress had been made in applications of mechanism motion reliability. Misawa [12] proposed a research method for predicting the reliability of a deployable satellite antenna based on conventional reliability analysis. Then by the turn of this century, the reliability analysis of mechanism motion became increasingly based on simulation methods with the rapid development of computer technology. Rao and Bhatti [15] systematically established a probabilistic model of a simple manipulator based on Gaussian distribution and a Markov stochastic process. Kim et al. [11] calculated the reliability of an open-loop mechanism considering machining error and hinge clearance based on AFOSM (Advanced first order second moment) method and Monte-Carlo simulation. Asri et al. [2] analyzed the fatigue reliability of a wheel steering mechanism with a Monte-Carlo simulation method. Moreover, the reliability topology optimization design was carried out by Patel et al. [14] via stochastic neural networks.
However, as mechanism motion reliability develops, the mission cannot be finished by only one mechanism motion due to the increasing requirements. Usually, a series of mechanism motions fulfills one mission in sequence. On this occasion, the motion system is usually regarded as a series system. Therefore, series system reliability analysis methods can be applied to evaluate the mission reliability. Series system reliability has been studied for a long time. Chao and Fu [6] studied the reliability of a general series system under certain regularity conditions based on a Markov chain. Chern [7] proved that some reliability redundancy optimization problems for a series system are NP-hard. Sung and Cho [19] derived a branch-and-bound algorithm for a reliability optimization problem of a series system. A new Monte Carlo simulation technique for composite system reliability evaluation has been presented [4] . Moreover, the requirements of a composite generation and transmission system reliability evaluation were described in previous research [3] . Little research has been reported for combining mechanism motion reliability and series system reliability, which is studied in this work.
Here, series system reliability analysis and mechanism motion reliability analysis are combined. Thus, each motion is regarded as an element of the series system. Moreover, a sequence motion reliability model and its solving idea are proposed according to a special feature called "unidirectional correlation." The rest of this work is organized as follows. In Section 2, the reliability model of the sequence motions is described, and the solving idea is derived. Section 3 presents a case study on the automatic chain shell magazine sequence motions of a self-propelled artillery. Section 4 concludes this study. 
. Mechanism motion reliability theory
Mechanism motion reliability refers to the ability to maintain output parameters within the allowable range, which could ensure that the mechanism achieves specified mission under the given time and conditions. An output parameter is a random function expressed as ( )
(T is the signal of matrix transposition) is a vector including n random variables 1~n x x representing influence factors. The allowable range is defined as
x . Therefore, the motion is reliable when
x , which is expressed as:
where ( )
First, the fundamental problem for the structural reliability theory is the computation of the reliability expressed as:
is a vector including n random variables 1~n x x representing uncertain structural quantities, ( ) f x denotes the joint probability density function of x , and ( ) g x is the performance function. Moreover, ( ) 0 g > x means x belongs to the reliability set -that is, the structure is regarded as reliable when
. Afterward, the performance function theory of structural reliability can be extended to mechanism motion reliability.
( )
( ) Y x are used to express the ideal displacement and actual displacement, respectively, and
represents influence factors. Then, the location error can be defined as:
The performance function of mechanism motion reliability can be defined as:
where z is the maximum allowable location error. Thus, the reliability of mechanism motion can be expressed as:
Reliability model of sequence motions
To fulfill a mission, it is necessary for the motion system to execute the motions according to specific rules. This is a special kind of problem in system reliability called " motion system reliability." In this section, the feature that the motions must be executed in sequence is examined.
The characteristic of sequence motions is that each motion is based on the reliable execution of its previous motion-that is, the reliability of each motion depends on the reliability of its previous motion. Thus, reliability analysis should be conducted in the same order. The reliability of the prior motion should be analyzed. If it is reliable, the reliability of the next motion would have the chance and necessity to be analyzed. The reliability model of sequence motions is shown in Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. Reliability model of sequence motions
Assume that the motion system involves n motions, and they must be executed in a specific sequence, which is from motion 1 to motion n. If any one of the n motions is a failure, its subsequent motions cannot be executed. It means that the failure of any motion can cause the whole motion system to fail. From the perspective of system, because each of the motion mechanisms has no " backups," the motion system can be regarded as a kind of series system. Moreover, the influence between any two consecutive motions is unidirectional-that is, the prior motion can influence the latter motion, but the latter one cannot influence the prior one. Therefore, the system is a special series system characterized by a particular correlation called "unidirectional correlation."
As is shown in Fig. 1 , the motion 1 has 1 m influence factors expressed as 1 11 12 1 , , , m x x x ⋅⋅⋅ , and its performance function expressed as 1 g is just one influence factor of motion 2. In a similar way, the performance function of motion 2 expressed as 2 g is one influence factor of motion 3. By parity of reasoning, the performance function sciENcE aNd tEchNology of motion n-1 expressed as 1 n g − is one influence factor of motion n. The performance function of motion n expressed as n g is also the performance function of the whole system. The specific description is as follows.
First, the successful execution of motion i (i=1,2,…,n) is denoted by event A i ; thus, the successful completion of the whole system mission can be expressed as 1 A n i i= ∏ . Then, based on conditional probability, it can be obtained that:
Moreover, based on Fig. 1 and the meaning of the performance function: 
where i m and ij x are, respectively, the number of influence factors and the jth influence factor of the ith motion.
Solving idea for reliability model of motions in sequence
For the above-mentioned reliability model of motions in sequence, a solving idea characterized by a gradually shrinking sample space is proposed based on Monte-Carlo simulation. The analytical idea is shown in Fig. 2 . First, the sampling for motion 1 would be executed according to the probability density functions ( ( 
Afterward, the sampling for motion 2 would be executed according to the conditional probability density functions ( 21 2 N g g, the number of items larger than 0 is denoted by 3 N . Therefore, on the condition that motion 1 is reliable, the reliability of motion 2 is
Finally, it is obtained that:
Moreover,
, which shows that the sample space shrinks gradually.
Case study
The automatic chain shell magazine sequence motions of a selfpropelled artillery are used for the case study. The prior motion is shell-selecting and the next is shell-pushing, which are executed in sequence to transmit the shell to the coordinator. The reliability influence factors of the two motions and the correlation between them are shown in Fig. 3 . Wheel wear and sprocket setover are two main influence factors of the shell-selecting, which can lead to location error of the selected shell. Then, the mentioned location error and the section radius of the pushing rod are two considerable influence factors of the shell-pushing. The maximum contact force of the shell -cylinder is regarded as the performance function of motion 2.
As is shown in Fig. 4 , the parameterized models of the two motion mechanisms were built in software called ADAMS (automatic dynamic analysis of mechanical systems). Thus, the mechanism motion reliability can be analyzed based on Monte-Carlo simulation and cycle emulation technique of ADAMS. The qualitative analysis for every influence factor is described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
Qualitative analysis for influence factors of shell-selecting (motion 1)
First, the horizontal displacement changing processes with different wheel wear (2, 4, and 6 mm) and sprocket setover (1, 2, and 3 mm) are shown, respectively, in Figs. 5 (a) and (b) . They indicate that, with either wheel wear or sprocket setover getting larger, both the horizontal displacement oscillation and steady-state error increase.
Second, the relationship between location error and wheel wear is shown in Fig. 6 (a) , and the relationship between location error and sprocket setover is shown in Fig. 6 (b) . They indicate in more detail that, with the increase of wheel wear, the location error gets larger, and the increasing rate is time-varying. And then, when the sprocket setover becomes larger, the location error increases, and the increasing rate changes almost linearly with time.
At last, as shown in Fig. 7 , with the wheel wear and sprocket setover getting larger together, the location error decreases earlier and then increases. In conclusion, the location error is influenced by the two influence factors mentioned above, which indicates that the considered influence factors are reasonable for the motion reliability analysis of shell-selecting. 
Qualitative analysis for influence factors of shell-pushing (motion 2)
First, the shell-cylinder contact force changing processes with different location error (1, 2, and 3mm) and section radius of pushing rod (5, 10, and 20mm) are shown, respectively, in Figs. 8 (a) and (b) . They indicate that, with the location error increasing or section radius decreasing, the maximum contact force of shell-cylinder increases.
Second, the relationship between maximum contact force and location error is shown in Fig. 9 (a) , and the relationship between maximum contact force and section radius is shown in Fig. 9 (b) . They indicate in more detail that, with the increase of location error, the maximum contact force gets larger, and the increasing rate is timevarying relatively conspicuously. And then, when the section radius becomes larger, the maximum contact force decreases, and the decreasing rate changes obviously.
At last, as shown in Fig. 10 , with location error increasing and section radius decreasing, the maximum contact force gradually gets larger. In conclusion, the maximum contact force is influenced by the two influence factors mentioned above, which indicates that the considered influence factors are reasonable for the motion reliability analysis of shell-pushing.
Reliability analysis for the sequence motions (shellselecting and shell-pushing)
The probability distribution of the influence factors is listed in Table 1 . For the first motion, 50 samples were used to execute MonteCarlo simulation, and the results of location error are listed in Table 2 . Moreover, when the location error is smaller than 10mm, the motion is regarded as reliable. Thus, based on the proposed solving idea mentioned in Section 2.2, the results of maximum contact force of the shell-cylinder are listed in Table 3 . Moreover, when the maximum contact force is larger than 15,000N, the second motion is regarded as a failure. Then, the reliability results are calculated as follows: 
Conclusion
Sequence motions widely exist in many complex weapon systems. However, there is limited literature focusing on this kind of system, especially the character called motions in sequence. In this work, a reliability model of sequence motion system was proposed. It takes the character-motions in sequence into account. Then, the solving idea characterized by a gradually shrinking sample space based on MonteCarlo simulation was performed.
Moreover, the proposed reliability model and the solving idea were illustrated by the automatic chain shell magazine sequence motions of a self-propelled artillery. For the motion 1 (shell-selecting), the location error of the selected shell changed obviously with the variation of wheel wear and sprocket setover. Meanwhile, for the mo- tion 2 (shell-pushing), the maximum contact force also changed obviously with the variation of location error and section radius. Finally, the promising results suggest that the reliability model is applicable to practical systems, and the solving idea can produce a quality solution for reliability analysis. 
